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I. INTRODUC!IOB. 

Definitions. A set of functions Cf, (x), fz.(x) t ••• 

is said to .be orthogonal on the interval (a, b) if 
~ ~ . 

{f.,(x) 1J-(x)dx = 0, (it j), and if .('ff 8(x)dx:!=- O. It is 

1 

said to be normed if fri 2 {x)d:x ;: 1. Evidently the functions 
IY 

of an orthogonal set may be normed by dividing each by a 

Bui table ionstmlt. In the following pages we shall speak 

of approximating to a funotion f(x) by a linear polynomial 

c/ ~ (x) + c~ fJ-( x) ••• c." f-J x) in the functions f; (x). This 

approximation will invariably be understood to be in the same 

sense that the integral of the square of the error is a 
-6-

minimum, that is, .[ l f( x) - 0, " (x) ••• -0 ... 'f., ( x)] 2dx is 

less than for any other system of coefficients c , c t 
, "k. • • • 

It is well known that upon this assumption the c " are given 
-6 06-

by the formulae c
t 
=.[ f( x) ~. (x) dx / [",.2 (x) ax 

In the classic memiors of Iturm and Liouville 

(Liouville, Journal de Mathematigues: Vol. I-II, 1836), two 

classes of theorem~ are found concerning sets of orthogonal 

functions. The first deal with the number of sign-changes 

in r." ~ and the second with the number of sign~cU.anges in 

8 polynomial c ,.,~( x) + ••• c" f.,J x). The functions of the 

orthogonal sets with which they deal are solutions of a 

differential equation containing a single parameter. 

The question arises 8S to whether these two classes 

of theorems are oonsequences of the mere orthogonality of 

the function sets, or whether the differential equation is 

c • .,.., 

a necessary condition for them. We shall fini that orthog-

onality alone is not a sufficient condition for the oscillation 

theorems in question; but that with the addition of the 

hypothesis of the non-vanishing of a certain Bet of determinants 
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it becomes so. 

The first chapter will be given to this subject. The 

later ones will be oocupied with the verification for certain 

speoial sets of orthogonal functions of the osoillation 

theorems of Sturm. 

The first chapter contains some results apparently new. 





Chapter I 

Theorems ~ general sets of orthogonal functions 

and their oscillation properties. 
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In sets of orthogonal functions tp,J f})% ••• f{, as defined 

in the introduction, it is frequently found that~+lhas one 

more sign-change than rl in the interval') for which the functions 

are orthogonal. That this is not a consequence of orthogon-

slity alone is seen by the following example, ~ince in it po 
does not vanish, Cf, vanishes once, and ~ also vanishes but 

once. The eXample is: 

?fo ::::: 1 

PI - l c_ + 27(x - 1/3) O~x~1/3 -
:: -5 + lax 1/3~ x ~ 1/2 

= 13 - lax 1/2~x~2/3 

=. 1 2/3~ x;: I 

Cf~ ::!OS 1 o ~ x ~ 1/3 

::: -5 + lax 1/3~x~I/2 

:: 13 lax 1/2'f=.X~ 2/3 
::' 1 - 27(x - 2/3 ) 2/3~ x~ 1 

and the interval of orthogonality is (0.1). Our investigation 

shows. however, that a sU£ficient condition for the sign

changes observed ii the. non vanishing of the determinants: 

fo ()C,,) ) o/t ('Co) CfJ~ (.,co) --- - CP<"tt(X
o

) 

fo ( ~,) 

I 
( 

0/, (Y.,) --. 

cp ~ J ( X", ) I <p t ( Y ~ ) - -.. - - f." ()"." ) 
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - -

1) Interval will be taken with out exception to mean 
open interval. )-





A set of orthogonal functions satisfying these conditions 

will be said to have the property "D". 
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Let us notioe also that the non-vanishing of this 

determinant is the necessary condition for the possibIlity 

of making 8 .inear combination of n + 1 functions pass 

through n + 1 points, at least one ·of whose ordinates is 

not zero, Thus the condition for interpolation is the 

condition for the observed sign changes. 

As a result of this we further find that the difference 

between a function f(x) and its approximation-by a poly

nomial, p~ (x)::: Co fll (x) + c/'f', (x) + ••• C,. f{ (x) in 

functions having the property "D", changes signs at least 

n + 1 times in a given interval, so that the approximating 

ourve f~(x) crosses the curve approximated to at least n + 1 

times. The proofs of these statements form-i'the subjeot 

matter of this chapter. 

Theorem I. In a set of orthogonal functions, flo.l if, - tp", 

having the property "D", y;... has not . more than Ii 81gn-.eha.ngesrs<~Y· 

ia ;the interval of orthogonality. 

For, by hypotheSiS, the determinant 

cpo ('Yo) I f, (Yo) - - - r~ ('oj 

ro ()Cd J f, ( -(,) r~ (,'1-,) 

does not vanish. If 'P",- has n+l sign-changes, set x" x I • •• x"" 

respectively equal to the n + 1 values of x at whichf~change8 

sign. Eaoh element of the last column is thus seen to be 

zero and the determinant vanishes, which contradicts our 

hypothesis. 

Theorem II. If iu(x) is a linear oombination of 
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c.ontinuous ol'thogonal functions, as ~-n (x) =- Co 'Po + 0 I P, + ••• 0 ... ({?..v 

and if the set POI P, P"L... Ph has the property "D", then f-ov 
has not more than D zeros in the interval of orthogonality. 

If 4l(x) has n+l zeros 4all the points at which it 

vanishes, Xo x, XJ.- ••• xh- • Substitute these points in 

the equation for P~(x). We then have n+l homogeneous 

equations in the n + 1 coefficients ~ .• Hence the determinant 

<po(,co) J 'f,LY:,,) ---~ Cf'."C)foJ 

cp. ()(,) J cp, l'd - - f?t (X,) 

must vanish, which oontradicts the assumption that the 

determinant is different from zero. 

Theorem III. ~, defined as in Theorem II, ~ 

D roots in the interval of orthogonalitl, it changes sign 

at each. 

To show that ~~8ctuallY changes sign and does not 

vanish without changing signs at any of its n roots, we will 

suppose that at one point, say r~ , is a root of even order. 

For simplici ty suppose that n = 3. Then i3 (x) can have 

only three roots in our given interval by Theorem II. 

Suppose that r~ is the double root, 

and that ~3 is posi ti ve between r, a17d y;. 
pc:Twe en, 

a.ndl\ r~ ulfj . Let us now take a 

function i:: c. cr· + 0, '1', + C ... f ..... 
and make P"L vanish at r, and r.1 

and equal to -1 at r1-. Sl.lppose 

now that the lesser ' of the two 

maxima of ~ between r, and r~ is :b, 

and that the minimum value of <f>:z, 
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is -p. Multiply ~"2- by 1I/2p. Call the resulting funotion 

function h ~7-. h if~is negative bepeen r, and r3 and less 

than or etual in absolute value to b/2 everywhere in that 

interval. Now P3 is greater than or equal to b in both the 

intervals (r, ' rl-) and (r~, r3 ) and is zero at r 2. • Adding 

$3 and h i-z.. we get a funotion f 3 , which vanishes at r, ,between 

r, and r,.., between r"2.. and r,3 t and at ;.. But ~~~s of the form 

~:: koCf'o + k, r. + kJ..r .... + ksr3 and by Theorem II oannot vanish more 

than three times in the given interval. Hence r~ must be a 

ohange of Sign and not a double root. 

Our proof is for the oase n ~ 3, and shows the 

imposs,ibility of one vanishing point without change of sign. 

It applies how~ver in all essentials to any n and' to showing 

the impossibility of any number of vanishing points without 

eign-change. 

Theorem IV. If any function is orthogonal to the 

set 'Po ee, Cf... -- f.,,-I t having the property "D" t it change! 

sign at least. times in the inter~al of orthogonality. 

Suppose CPt(. bas less than Ii sign-changes, say k~ n. 

By Theorem II and the 

hypothesis that the set f{JoI f. - 'PI(. has t~e property "D" t we 

oan make f.1( change signs at exactly the k points at which if", 

changes Sign and in addition can make it 'have one value 

different from zero in common with r~. The pro duot jl{ p,~ 

is then everywhere positive in the interval of orthogonality 

and its integral taken over that interval cannot then be zero. 

!his contradicts our orthogonality hypothesis. 

Opr91~y I. f~ ohanges sign exactly n times in the 

interval of orthogonality. 

, By Theorem I t _ <p~ does not ohange signs more than n times. 





By Theorem IV, 9?~muBt change signs more than n - 1 times. 

Henc'e r~must change signs it times. 

7. 

Theorem V. If f(x) is approximated to by the 

continuous function A~( x) = 00 fo + c (r: + 0--95- + • •• c.,r~ 

where the set fPo J % %... fe=' has the property "D", the re

mainder B( x) =: .f( x') - A",,( x) is orthogonal to <po f. Cf'"l- ••• cp-w, 

henoe by Theorem IV crosses f(x) at least n + 1 times in the 

interval of orthogonality. 
(t-

Callout interval of orthogonality (a,b). As stated 

in the introduction the approximation considered is that one 

in which the coeffioients are the Fourier coefficients. 

where 

Now 

E( x) = f( x) -rf.." % (x) -cj, Cf, (x) - ••• -~." r~( x) . 

Multiplying this by r~(x) ) em ~ n),and integrating over the 

interval a to b, we have 
-? Ir t- 6-

j E( x) t1/".c x) d,,' == j f( x) r~( x) dx - ~ j f" (x) r~( x) ax -~j 'ft (x) f.J x) ax 
a I" tJ. e..- II- a-

• . .-~ j 'f",..e (x) ax • • • • 
6-- ~ 

- J' 'f~ (x)r~(x)dx 
? ~ Ir 

ff( x) r",( x) ax - Cf\",f cr..! (x) ax 
g.., ~ ~ 

(<X.", _ (X ) j (I) It ( x) ax 
,.. o.-7~ 

o 

Hence E( x) is orthogonal to fC) (x)) r. (x) •••• , f~ (x), and hence 

changes sign by Theorem IV, n+l times at least. 

Theorem VI. If the coefficients, c"- and CJ"" are 
r (1J?1; j; Jt. J 

neither zero, the function ({ (x) =- Z 8. r.1 (x) J1 ohanges m ., 
Sign at least m and at most r times in the interval (a,b). 

l/J (x) is orthogonal to any function ~ (x), henoe 
~""-I 
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by Theorem lV must -vanish at least m times. It may also 

be considered a part of1?~(x) in~hich all the coefficients 

up to c~ are zero, hence by Theorem II cannot vanish more 

than r times. 
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Chapter II 

Legendre Poll'l1omials 

The Legendre Polynomials, Po, P" ••• , are polynomial 

solutions of the differential equation 

kLC1-X·)!1 +mCm+l)p,...== 0 

wi th the constant factor so chosen as to mke P?t( 1) :::; 1. It 

1s well known that Pm(X) = 1 alex· - 1)~. 
rm~di"" 

We shall 

verify for them the oscillation theorems of iturm and prove 

that they have the property "Dft. 

Theorem I. The zeros of P~are all simple. 
~ 

~(x) =: 1 d""'{x· - 1) 
rm1ax~ 

~ . 
Now (xe - 1) has a root of order m at +1 and a root of order 

m at -1 and no other roots. 

of orders m ~ 1 at +1, and a zero of order m - 1 at -1, and 
."." 

one zero which separates the zeros of (x· - 1) t and no 

other zeros. d-Cx· - l)~'~ has a zero of order ~ 2 at +1 

and a zero of order m - 2 at -1 and two zeroe which separate 

the zeros of d(x· - 1)~/~, and no other zeros. Xeeping thiA 
~ ~J '1K/ up we see that d (x· - 1) ,ax has no zero at +1 or -1 but 

has m zeros which separate the zeros of d--' Cx- - l)"',dx"'-: 

and no other zeros. FollOWing the work we see that the"se 

m zeros are all simple. But the zeros 0 f P."..c x) are thl 

zeros of d"-'Cx8 - 1}'1N/dx ""and hence are all simple. 

Theorem II. The zeros of p".4 x) lie between successive 

BerOB of P.,.J x) within the interval C -1, "l~. 

Consider 

k = 1/2''''m ~ 
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(A) 

Let us now suppose that r, and r. are two successive zeros of 
-I 1 

P""..,. The zeros of P.,.-, are all simple and lie between tb3 

successi ve zeros of } P", ax from Theorem I. It then 
-I .... 

~ 

follows that the curve!, P""_I dx Khanges sign between r,'_' 

and r; once and only once. Then from equation. (A.), P~changes 

sign once between r. and r.. This accounts for the m - 2 
'-I I 

zeros of P~each of which lies between successive zeros of P~_I 

To show that a zero of P"", lies between -1 and r,- and one 

between r"'_1 and -4-1 is then easy. Considering afain equation 

A),the integral of P~~is zero at -1. If P~~ is positive,at -1 
~ . 

2% P."...., is negative t and the slope of the curve j P .... ,ax is 
~ ~ 

positive. Henoe.r P",_,dx is positive from -1 and 
-I 

attains a maximum at r I . '" But 2% P",,_, is negati va from -1 to 

r, Hmce their sum P",(x) which is negative at -1 and 

positi_e at r, is zero between -1 and r, • 

The same argument hol~B if P"'_I is negative at -1, and 

exactly the same situation exists between r and +1. . . ~~ 
Hence 

two suocessi ve zeros of p~ ' include 8. zero of P"'_I t and the 

theorem is proven. 

It ia well known that the Legendre polynomials Po P, P 2. ••• 

are orthogonal in the interval (+1, -1). and that P~vanishes 

n times. We oan also state the theorem: 

Theorem III. The Legendre Polynomials have the 

Jropertl "D". . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1) d~ (~y)., U"'V 4 + II U.'ll-Y' + ••• -rh'"" 





For consider the determinant 

1-' ("'.) 
) , 

PC) (lei) , <P, (JC,) 

b,-

P,.,a,) 

)(, ~ X ' , r tI 

11 

Pj(X) is a polynomial of the j-th degree in x. Hence by a 

proper combination of oolumns the determinant 6. can be 

reduced to the determinant • 
1 

6 -,-

whose value is known to be 

( %,," X I ) OXo '" x z ) ( xo - X J) ••• (x 0 - x.) ( X I . - x,..) ••• 

(x. /~~ x , ) ••• (x - x) ~ Sinoe x =1= x,' ~ none of the factors 
I j "-1 '1 l <I 

can be zero, hence the , determlnaD* bannot vanish. 

If we consider a linear combination of Legendre Poly-

nomials as 

immediately that .1~may have n simple roots but that it 

cannot have more than n roots. lince A is a po.:Qnomial 

of the n-th degree in x. Further, that if A~haB n 

different roots, they ar~ all simple, ~ follows from the 

fact that A~ is a polynomial of the n-th degree. 

We can now ·state 

Theorem IV. If ft~ is approximated to by a linear 

combination of Legendre !olynomials. A" (x) =- Qo Po + 0, P, + ••• ('."h 
the remainder B( x) := f( x) ~. "A.J x) is orthogonal. to Po P, p~ ••• 1;, 

and A~(x) crosses f(x) at least n+l times in the interval (-1,+1). 
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As stated in the introduotion consider the approximation 

as the one in whioh the coefficients in AJ x) are the Fourier 

Coefficients, that is, 
+, 

c",::: 2m + 1 j f( x)P1I-\..( x) ax 
2 -I 

+, ::z. 

(since j [p",C x)7 ax = ! ) 
-, J 2m + 1 

If ow E ( x) = f( x) - ~"P" C x) - (', P, (x) - ••• -r" P~ (x) 

Mul.tiplying this through by P"".( x) and integrating we have 
+1 +, ~ ~t 

j E( x) P"ht ( x) ax:= ! f( x) P"t ( x) ax - ~ -f Po (x) PI (x) ax - - -
- , +/ +1 

-sy lp~( x)] -ax - ••• I p?} (x)E.{x)dx 
+' 

== ! f( x)p",,C x) ax - e~j [J:. (x}j. ~ 
, +1 

= ~m + 1 jf(x)P'ht(X)dx -(1.",1_2-=-_ 
[ 2 .., j2m + i 

== (C'ht - ~~ k-~~i.2 - 0 
2m + 1 

Hence [(xl is orthogonal to Po P, P~ ••• P." and by Theorem IV 

of Chapter I must vanish at least n + 1 times in the given 

interval. Hence Ah(x) must cross f(x) at least n + 1 times. 

Theorem V. If neither of the constants c-.,or c,",", 

Is zero. the function 'f. (xl =- ;&; .. ,.p i (x) ohanges sign at most 
Z Of 

k times and at least m times in the interval (-1, +1). 

''f'(..C)cannot ohange sign more than k times since it is 

a polynomial of the k-th degree in x. To show that it 

oannot change sign less than m times, consider the function 
ht-I 

W, (x) = L.. e. p . (x) This is orthogonal to ''I' (x). Since 11 D' , 

it is a polynomial of the (~l)-th degree it can have but 

m - 1 changes pf sigh. Hence, since ~ (x) is orthogonal to 

lof, (x), it must by lheorem IV of Chapter I change sign at 

least m times in the given interval. 
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Chapter III. Seotion I. 

Trigonometrio Po1~omials 

If we are considering a sine or cosine polynomial as, 

A:( x) :- b,sinx + b~sin2x + ••• + b""sin DX, or 

A~( x) = ~2 + a,coSE + a~8082x + ••• + a~cosnx, from the 

two preceding chapters we would expeot A~(x) to change 

sign not more than n - 1 times $lld A"(X) to change sign not 

more than n times in the interval 0 ~ x ~ .... If, however, 

we have the trigonometric polynomial 

••• A,,( x):: eJ2 + a, coax + a~cos2x + 

+ b sinx + b sin2x + 
I -z.. ••• + b.J3in me 

and are considering the interval b ~ x 4. 2tI, which is the interval 

of orthog;@W; we would expeot ~(x) to have not more than 

2n roots in this interval. That this is the oase will now 

be shown. 

The function A",( x) BaIl be written in the form P""oosx + 

sinx P,J ood), where P?t,( cos x) means a polynomial of the 

~th degree in cos x. That this is true can be easily shown 

by induotion. ~(x) can be -made to have 2n changes of 

sign in the given interval by proper choice of coefficients. 

To show that it oannot have more than 2n changes of sign in 

this interval, cOBsider the product 

(1) P'11J cos x) + sin x Pll-J cos x) by 

(2) P?t.(oOs x) - sin x i,,_,c cos x) whioh is 

P -(cosx) - (1 - oos·x) . ?'L p~_/ (cosx) 

This is a polynomial of the 2n-th degree in cos x, hence 

oannot have more than 4n changes pf sign in the given interval. 

To Bee how these changes of sign are distributed between the 
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two factors, note that for every point r at which (1) 

, changes sign there is a point a; - r for which (2) changes 

sign. That .is, the changes of slgn of the product (1) by (2) 

are equally distributed between (1) and (2). Hence A~ 

cannot have more than 2n change. of sign in the interval 

We have thus proven 

Theorem I. The trigonometric polynomial 

A~(x): &/2 + a,cos x + akoos 2x + ••• + a~os nx 

b,sin x + ~rsin 2x + ••• + basin nx 

cannot lave more than 2n roots in the interval (0, 2~) for 

any ohoioe o~ coefficients. 

Theorem II. If A.J x) bas 2n zeros in the interval 

(0, Bw) it changes sign at each. 

, Note that A~(x) is a periodio function of period 2~ 

Now suppose that one of the2iJ. zeros wer' a do.ble root. Then 

at least two zeros are double roots to make A.j x) periodic. 

The derivative o'f A.1tJ x) must lave a zero between each zero 

of A~(x) and also a zero at each of the double roots, or in 

all 2n + 1 Eel'O~. But d A~( x) is identioal with A",,C x) ;r;: 
except for the constant ooefficient, hence by 'heorem I 

oannot have more than 2n zeros. Henoe A.,..{ x) oannot have 

any double roots. 

Theorem III. 1 The funotions, as/2, oos x, cos 2x, 

oos 3x, .,., cos nx, sin x. sin 2% ••••• sin nx, have the 

;eroperty liD- if the interval (0. atr) be considered. 

To prove this let us write the determinant in the form: 





I( 

e.t>s l'" -I] ~ 
) 0 } 

C!.a S "y. I 

i 

This determmrant-i.3.S '. equal to the determinant: 

e ih)(o -i", 1'0 
+ e. _ - 2. 

,'71)C, .,,. ~, 
e -fe. 

a. 1 
l.. 

~ 

,'It X -i,., 12.~ 
e 1.,+ e. 

).... 

; )C. -1 "1-0 
e -e 

1.1 
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By addition of proper columns, this determinant reduceA to 

the following determinant: 
",,~ ;~D e. eJ _ _____ ~ _ ~ - e. 

) J 

i -n ~, e 

! 
) 

I .... ..-- -- -

This determinant is in turn equal to the following determinant: 
, 
I 9\)(. 

e 1 x. e 





irue 
MUltiplying each row of this determinant by e t it is 

equal to the determinant: 
;,. )11(. e ) 

, 

i(1'tt-'} -L. 
e 

e··(')..~-'J ')t. 
) 

; 1r .. 
e 

i )C,."" 
e \ . , 

Now the value of this determinant is mown to be 

( elX. • •• i "2..) - e •••• 

16 

( e' r, 

e" 1:, ) ( e" '1. _ e ;~.... ) 

- a' \111) (e'""). - e;~) • • • 

(e'"lo· _ e;J~~) ( e'-X, 

( e'y""., _ e' ".x~~. But as x,.f= x· 
I J 

the value of each faotor is different from zero, hence the 

determinant is different " from zero.') 

We oan now state 

Theorem IV. If f(x) is a periodic function approximated 

to by the trigonometric polynomials 

AIJl (x) =- aD /2 + at cos x +4~COS 2x + ••• 

the remainder, E(x) ~ f(x) - A~(x) is orthogonal to ~V2, 
coe jx, sin jx, (1 ~ j ~ n), and A,.( x) crosses f( x) at least 

2n + 2 times in the interval (0. 2~). 

Choosing the coefficients A 9vaS the Fourierooefficients 

A"'"'then becomes "'-0 +0(,C08 X + oi.:z.cos 2x + • 
~ 

• • + oc~os nx 

'"I, sin ~r + ~~Bin 2x" ••• 

cA,r:: t f( x) cos 1al dx 
" :1.TT 

o 

+ !"'l.sin nx, 

and 

Now E(x) ::r f(x) do-
-~ -~(cosx - ••• 

l.. . 

.. - - - ~ 

where { " r' ( -,.- ~ 
• t.:,.1 .' \ .... - ! 

211 

J: f( x) sinkx: d.x 
;IT 

j sin2 lct ax 
o 

- - - - -
.) It might be noted here that this has been proved 

on17 for odd order determinants. 





Integrating in this manner, 
~1f" . ~T 

jB(x) COB nx~:::- .f-l{x) COS DX4-~.r oosdtA,r- ••• 
o " 2r2.. ~I 

This reduees to 
~7T' 

j E( x) cos nxt4= 
o 

- ~j C08·nx 4 - I, j 81m: cos nx. he 
D zr a 

- ,A j sin nx. cos nx. th II 

(1 

~v ~~ 

j t( x) cos nx dx - ~ f cos8 n:z tk 
o a 

::J.7I 

(cf-." _ do ... ) J~os2.n]( d';x 

o 
_ 0 

Hence E(x) is orthogonal to 

8,/2, cos jx, sin jx, 

It B(x) does not have more than 2n ohanges of sign in the 

interval (0, 21r) . by applying Theorems III, I, and II of 

this chapter in order, we oan ,ha"g , 8S in Th~orem IV, 

1'1 

Oha~r It oontradict the orthogonality just proven. 

A~(x) must oress f(x) at least 2n + 2 times. 

Hence 

!heorem·Y. If the constants a~and b.,... are not 

b"h zero, and also a'S and b\c;. are not both Bero, the function 

,/-,cy:} ~ t (a .... oos mr:: + b ... sin nx) /01. a .. ~ :t 

vanishes and changes sign at It ' least am~;·ancl ..atsaost 2k distinct 

pOints of the interval 0 ~ x ~ 2~ 

That the funotion ctDDot vanish more than 2k times 

~ and that if it vanishes 2k times each zero represents a 

change of Sign, I have just shown in the preoeding theorems. 

!o show that it oannot vaniBh~ess than 2m times consider 

the function 
~-, 

'f, (x) :: t!o +- 2" (a cos rut + b?L sin nx) / f h ~ ?n-/ 
.1. I 97 

This function is orthogonal to our funotion~(x). As in 

Theorem I we can show that if, (x) oan have 2m - 2 ohanges of 

sign in our interval. Henoe r.<x) by Theorem IV Ohapter I 
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to be always orthogonal to ~,(x) must ohange sign more than 

2m - 2 times or the orthogonality oan be contradicted. 

Hence <f{~) t being periodic, must change signs at least 

2m times. (This Theorem is stated and proved by B6cher 

~als of Mathematics, April 1906 , but from an entirely 

different point of view.) 

Section II 

Sine Po1~omialB 

If we c'nsider the sine polynomial 

A:'J x) == b I sin x + bz.. sin 2x + ••• + b~in me, C -:.:, 

and the interval (0, ~) as the interval of orthogonality, 

we may draw conclusions similar to those of leotion I. Note 

that sin nx has only n - 1 zeros in this interval, hence we 

should expect that A!j x) could not change signs more than 

n - 1 times in this interval. It can of course be made to 

vanish n - 1 times in the interval. To prove that it cannot 

vanish more than n - 1 times we must first pDDv.e 

Theorem I. The functions sin x, sin 2x, sin 3x,~ 

sin nx, have the 'property "D" it the interval considered be (O,~) 

The determinant involved in this case is 

Sa.,., X I 

~'11 x~ 

This determinant oan be written in the form 





s;" x, J sn..x, f,{fIlSX,} } s.:..X, ?"{c...<X,) 

SmX"l.. 
) 

g~x." 

where we understand by P,J 008X) a pol~omial of the m-th 

degree in coax. By a proper oombination of columns the 

determinant is easily reduced to the following form: 

2 to S )( , 
1. 

, 'f Cos x , "-1 "_1 - ~ -..z eoS X 
I 

I 
si~, ••• si~ : 

11-1 .,,_1 
:t eos x 

By removing the oonstants from eaoh column to the outside 

of the determinant we have it in the form 

I 

( K) a inx, ••• s~nxrr~r 

cos x, 
) 

1-

GaS X, 
"'-I 

<! oS 1( , 

?'I-I 

cos X?t,-
The valu~ of the determinant ia in this way Been to be 

(Xsinx" ainxt.'... sinx.,,) (coax, -0 0 8X'2- ) ( coax I - COSX,,) ••• 

(coax, - C08X,,) (coax? ~ OOSJ))... ( OOSx,,_I - cosx,,). Now 

x,:f x. no factor oan vanish in ou:b interval 
l .,/ 

Hence, the determinant oannot vanish, whioh waa to be proven. 

We oan DOW prove 

Theorem II. A:Jx) oannot vanish more than n - 1 times 

in ,he interval (0. ~) for any ch&ice of ooeffioients. 
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The proof follows exaotly the proof o£ Theorem II Chapter I 

~heorem ~II. If A~(x) has n - 1 roots in the interval 

(0. 11') it changes sign at eaoh. 

The methol of proof is the same as that tf Theorem III 

Chapter I. 

Theorem IV. If any function is orthogonal to sin x, 

sin 2x •••• sin DX, in the interval (0, ~)t it ohanges 

sign at least n times in that interval. 

Compare Theorem IV Ohapter I. 

Theorem V. If the function f(x) is approximated to 

by the sine polynomial 

A~(x)= b,sin x + b~sin 2x + ••• + b~sin nx 

the remainder E(x) = f(x) - Ah(x) ,is orthogonal to sin x~ 

sin 2x •••• sin nx. and A~{x) orosses f(x) at least n 

times in the interval of orthogonality. 

That E(x) is orthogonal to ala x, sin 2x, "', sin DX, 

in the interval (o,~) is Been by oomparing this example with 

Theorem IV Seotion I of this chapter. That E{x) vanishes 

at least n times in the interval (0, ~) follows from Theorem 

IV of this section. 

Section III 

00 sine Po lY.!! ........ o_m ..... i .... a...,l .... s 

A cosine polynomial should show properties similar to 

those of a sine polynomial if the same interval of orthogonality 

be oonsidered. The cosine polynomial 

A.~( s) = 8 0 /2 + a I cos X + a-z..cos 2x + ••• + a ...... 008 DX. 

oan vanish n times in the interval (0, 11'), and from the 

analogy to the sine polynomial we should expeot that it 

could not vanish more than n times in that interval. We 
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find that this is the case. 

We will now state theorems exactly analogous· to those 

of leotion II, leaving the pro.fa to the reader, as they are 

merely repetitions of the proofs of that section. 

Theorem -I • ~functions ao/2. cos x. ROS 2x, c~s 3x, 

• ee, COB DX t have the property "Du if the interval considered 

be (0, 'IT). 

Theorem II. A!(x) cannot vanish more than • times 

in the interval (0, ~) for any choice of coefficients. 

Theorem III. If A&(x) has D roots in the interval 

(0, 'IT) it changes Sign at each. 

Theorem IV • If any function is orthogonal to ao/2, 

...;;c...,0_8;.....;;;%;.& • .-..;;.0.-0-.s_2;.;.;%-..." _.;..._.~c_o_s-.....,;;,;nx~, in the interval (0 •. 'IT) it changes 

sign at least n + 1 times in that interval. 

Theorem V. If the function f(x) is approximate~ to 

ft by the cosine polynomial 

A~(x)~ ao /2 + a,cos x + a~oos 2% + ••• a,cos nx 

the remainder 

E( x) == f( x) - A~( x) 

is orthogonal to 89 /2, cos X, •• '" oos nx, and g( x) crosses 

f(x) at le8st n + 1 times in the interval (0, 'IT). 





Chapter IV. 

Bessel Funotions 

Seotion I. Bessel FUnctions of Order ~. 

A Bessel JUnotion of the n-th order is a solution 

of the differential equation 

&~~ + ~ ~~+ (1 - ~:) J .. = 0 
which is finite for :x:;:: o. The Bessel Function of zero 

order is a solution of the equation 

d2 Jo + 1 dJ~ + JI1 =- 0 
(iiF i ax 
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We find in all suoh cases of approximation by means of a 

linear oombination 'of orthogonal Bessel Functions that the 

necessary condition for interpola:Cion is satisfied and that 

the approximating function orosses the funotion approximat6d 

to the number of times we should expect. 

If we have the BeSS~~ , ~otions J" 7' x), J" ~.x), ••• 

J", ~.x). Where//_j\are the ,roots of J,,(x) taken in order 

of magnitude, ~~, x) does not vanish in the interval (0,1) 

J" y,.xl wanishes onoe in that interval. J. yJ xl vanishes 

twioe,. J" y" x) vanishes n - 1 times. The functions 

Joy" x) and J0 x) J (i;:f j) themselves are not orthogonal 

in the interval but ·the function Vi Joy,. x) and Vi Jo ~iX) 

are orthogonal in that interval. (Byer~y, Chapter VII) 

If we have a linear eombination of these functions as 

j." (xl - 0 , J. Y't xl + o~ J" yo. x) + ••• + 0,,3. ~ xl 

we see that P" (x) could have n - 1 zeros in the interval 

(0,1) • That it oannot have more than n - I zeros is 

then to be expected. We will thus state 
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Theorem I. 4? .... (xl as just defined cannot have more 

than n - 1 zeros in the interval (0,1) for any choice of 

coefficients. 

To prove this, consider the origi/ nal differential equation 

of which lo(x) is the solution, namely 

[x Jo'(XU'+ x Jo(x) = 0 

which by a transformation becomes 

h[x h Joy.. x~ + rBx J .. ~ xl - 0 

Now we will adopt the notation 

'f, (x) - Jo ~, x) 

<p;l. (x);;; Jo~:r. x) 
• • • 

Where /'-,/~: -7~ are the positive zeros of Jo (xl in 

order of magnitude. From the nature of the Bessel Functions 

fi ( 1):.. 0 an d cP, (0) = 1 

P~(x) now becomes 

( i = 1, 2, 3, •••• 

~?J( x)::: C I ~ (x) + c~ f,. (x) + ••• + c?7 f,J x) 

We now want to prove that ~~(x) has no more zeros than ~~(x) 

in the interior of the interval (0,1). Let k be the 

number of zeros of ~~(x) in the interval (0,1). Then 

P,,'( x) has 

since Ph( x) 

k - 1 + 1 or more zeros in that interval 

vanishes at x = 1 • 
I 

Also X ~?f.( x) bas k 

or more zeros in the interval, as the x factor does not 

remove any of the zeros. Then r 4?:(xl]' bas k-l+l or 

more zeros in the interval as x ~"/( x) vanishes at x = ° 
- I 
As [x tj:( x~ has k or more zeros, then from the identity 

[x rt/(xl] , + x )t<~f.(xl ::::: 0 

the expression 

-x fr,BO/ if, (xl + ;u-: CA 'f,. (xl + ••• + }:,o." f., (xil 
has k or more zeros in the given interval. Then 
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+ ()A" ... ) c 4'{x) + ~(x) 
f'<-<>, ~~"'" I 'a.. 

has k or more zeros as the division by ~onstants does hot 

affect the number of zeros. Repeating the argument by 

substituting in the differential equation 

;h (x) ~ f~) &b, q:, (x) + ••• . + (f""-')~~ 4J (x) + o/?1. (x) ).,;j:" \;« I I 'h-,I",-/ 

has k or more z~ros in our interva~~ That is ~ has 

an equal or greater number of zeros than (£..,.(x) in the interval 

consi dered 'bh8:ft (x) • Now let 

,.,..<p(x) - r.,., (x) E(x) 

and let ~ become so great that the max:iftrwil ~_; o:f ·_ the absolute 

l1alue-' -of any term of E(x) at any point is less than - €-/n, 
where f is to be chosen later, i.e., 

~r~; f;l1'Ji < f:/n 

E( x) is then everywhere less than f: • 

I 3 · n -I), ) ::. (I I 1.. I ' -

Consider now the 

derivative Cf-n' (x) at the points x I X -z. x.,. •••• X~_I at which 

f"h. {-q vanishes and choose that ie·rivat.t ve: at ~>-:.xl: 5- .'dI'.' -minimum 

absolute value, Bay of value F. Choose an interval 

about Xi of width £ 12 on ai ther side of Xi such that 

nowhere in the interval J'i is the slope of fn (x ) L.. ,/2 

Now E( x) being a continuous function, we will choose E to 

satisfy the two conditions, first, that the maximum absolute 

slope of E(x) c.. 7 /2, and second, that G<.f{:f Now call the 

aum of the intervals t + 1, +d. ••. + S about the zeros of r?J c.~) 
I 1':; ,,-/ 





., and eal1 the remainder o-t the interval (0,1),., It 

is now clear. that in • the sum Gfcp~( x) + E( x) cannot have 

any Beros. Also in • the e1opsof the curve l~ cannot 

be zero. Hence ' in any of the intervals t d , the ourve 

oannot have more than one simple and no double roots. 
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It now follows that the zeros 'of ~~~ are simple and equal 

in number to the zeros of r.,.,( x) • Since f,.,( x) has only n-l 

zeros, ~~~ (x) cannot have more than n-1 zeros. But the 

number of ,eroB of ;h (x) is greater than or equal to the :J.,.'f: 

number of zeros of ~(x). Hence cR (x) has not more than 

n-l zeros in the given interval, and the proof is complete. 

~ !heorem II. If ~ (x) has n-l zeros in the interval 

(0,1) it changes sign at each. 

To show this suppose 4i(x) has the n-l roots and one is 

a double root. Then .L p".( x) would have n-2+2 or more 
ax 

zeros in the interval (0,1). ~his follows from Rolle's 

Theorem, noting the fact that <p~( x) - • at x = 1. 

Bu.t the derivative of p?]tx) is a :;Linear combination of 

- . J~ ~ x) , ( lAS are the jUs of 3D ) t oall f?z. (x) · If we 

mnltip17 ~~(x) by x we do not introduoe any new zeros in 

the interval (0,1). Differenti!te x f%(X) and we have 

a function which in the interval (0,1) has n-l+l or 

more Beros, since x r~x)"" £) at x :: O. But -ix[ X'f.,,<xY 

is of the.ODII x 1;,<x) which by Theorem I oannot have more 

than n-1 zeros in the given interval. The theorem is 

proven. 

fheorem III. 

J, eM. x) have the property WD" when the interval considered 
; 

18 ( 0,1) • 
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The determinant involved is 

Jo~x) J 6 ~'l- x) • • • 
J 0 (;U, x) J~ ~~ x) • • • 

JO ~, x) J O 't~ x) 

JO ~, x) JO Vu~ X) • •• 

If this determinant vanishes we oan find n points at which 

a. funotion 

{B,< x) = 0/ J~ Ct'. x) + o,J. y.,- xl + ••• 

vanishes. But from Theorem I this is is impossible. Hence 

the determinant must be different from zero for X L XL-X ..... 
I ~ ~-( 

Theorem IV. If any fnaction is orthogona.l to 

I,! Je (HI x) " J{JoL1L~x) t ••• t />y Jo (6.,X), it ohanges sign at least n }, I 

t'MI61n the interval (0,1). 

Compare Theorem IV Chapter I. 

Theorem V. If f(x) is approximated to by the 

linear combination of Bessel Funotions 

p.,,( x) =:: 0
1 

J D(ji, x() + 0"J- JQ y.2. x) + ••• + 0" J c ~"x) 

the remainder E( x) =- f( x) - Pn (x) is orthogonal to 

x Jo ~I!i x) (1 ~ j ~ n) and ~(x) crosses r( x) at lea.st 

D times in the interval (0,1). 

As in the preoeding theorems consider t~~ approximation as 

that one in which the coefficients are the Fourier Coefficients. 

$.< xl = 0(/ J" y..,xl + 0(.,. J Y">-xl + ••• +o(.,J~ Y'xl 

where / 

cI - r x f(x) Jo ~,x) ax 
J' - , ! x (Jo ~. x»)2dX 

Now E( x) =: f( x) - cf., J ,,(rl x) - '\ J., ~,-x) - ••• - d" Jo <r~) 

MUltiplying this through by xJ~.X) and integrating between 
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the limits (0,1) we have, ' 
I I I ! xB( x) 30 ~J' x) ax = {Xf( X).J,,~.x) dx - ".( LI" (r t x) JD (,u.; x) d% 

I . · . -~. r xC J 0 ~ x) ~ ) It dx - ••• ,. 
I - Of;, { ~J6 ~nX) J,,~. x) ax 

- j:x:f( x) 30 (117'%) dx - ~' j x(:1o (~. x) ). ax 
o ,.2.'.1 ,,/.1 

(0(,- - oC • ) j xC J (A' X) ) • ax 
., '" " 0/./ 

o 

. Hence f( x) is orthogonal to x ~,..( x) • THat E()x) must 

change sign D times in the interval (0,1) follows from 

Theorem IV, since xE(x) is orthogonal to J (~x) (l~ j~ n) 

Seotion II. Bessel Junction. of Order ~. 

Upon investigation we have found that the theorems 

stated for Bessel Functions of order zero hold also for the 

Bessel Functions of higher order. These Theorems will be 

stated and the proof given only when the parallel is not 

so olose as to be obvious. 

The funotions 'Ii J1I]CI"/X) 1 Vi J~~X), [Where /"Jtl. ••. 

are the roots of 3~ Ox) = 0] , are orthogonal in the interval 

(0,1).') 3~(~,x) does not vanish in that interval, J~(~~x) 

vanishes once, J~~jX) vanishes twice, J~(t?x) vanishes 

n-l times, where the rIB are taken in order of magnitude. 

A line~ combination of these functions 

~ (x) = 01 Jb,(f
' 
x) + 0. J", (,..~x) + ••• + 0" J ... (/",;X) 

oan vanish then, n-l times in the interval. Our first 

p;c,position is 

- - - ~ - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1) Gray and Matthews, A Treatise on Bessel Functions, 

(1896) Chapter VI. 
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Theorem I. .$a (x) as just defined cannot have more 

than n-l zeros in the interval (0,1) for any choice of 

ooefficients. 

To prove this theorem, I wish to show that 

_~ (x) = 0, J'h(, (r' x) + c~ J~ ~2. x) + ••• c." J?n ~.,.x) 
has no more zeros in the interval (0,1) than J~~~x). 

Suppose ~(x) bas k zeros in the interval (0,1) 

Then x~(x) has also k zeros in that interval and a 

zero at each end. It follows that [X:.t~/haS k-l+2 ~ /(+/ 

or more zeros in that interval. But (Byerly, Fourier Series, 

Chapter VII) 

[x:/:1: x~o, J",.~t, x) + •• • A 0, J....,(""x) 
Write this last expression in the form 

[x :tl;t.xt 0, J....,!/", x) +;.. 0 ... J....,(r, x) + •.. + J ... ~(t .. xg 
(The r- I B are those of J~ t 0?t.- is set equal to 1) Now 

the expression XI1 .. ..)(x:t (X~I has k+7 or more zeros in 

{ 

-(:J.+t-,j r. J3 \ 7 ,) 
that interval. Then x Lx:'I" (x~J has k or more 

zeros in the given interval. But 

[X-(.l""') [x:* (x>]J~ -t~ x41-1tfc' J,,"<I", x) + fi. 01 J ... (r' x) + •••• 

+ '" J C,4.{ x) . 
/ " ~ I .~ 

Then I 

( -p,..,Jr '" X ,,7 fire, 1- / .... t 
4/ (x) -::: l- x LX«w- (xl/! = F,J 0, J.", ct, x) + (~~~ 0, J.", fto.- x) • •• • 

-, •. " x + J.,...~x)] 
has k or more zeros in the given interval. By carrying 

out the sfIlIle pro_ess on D,(X) we see that ~~(x) has k 

or more zeros in our interval. ~ikewise 

6).~(x) = (~t]l 0, J .... cr, x) + (~J\ J.",(!,~x) + ••• •. 

+ J (lk x) 
~/ 'rt 

has k or more zeros in our given interval. 





Bow as in Theorem I of Section I L:\,.,\ (x) oannot 1a ve more 

than ·W I lerOB in the given interval fer any choice of 

the constants.j;s the numver of ~eros of 4~i8 greater 

than or equal to the number of zeros of ,.,.,t .. J x), --*'" (x) 

cannot have more than n-l serA. in the given interval for 

any choice of the coefficients. This proves our theorem. 
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fheorem II. Y ;J?" (x) ~ n-l roots in the interval 

(0.1) it ohanges sign at each. 

This fellows from the method of proof of Theorem It since 

upon two differentialtion the function returns to the 

original form. 

Iheorem III. The Beseel Functions J ~ yu, x) , 

J->n (/''- x), ••• , J'?, ~x) have the property "D- when the interval 

oonsiKered is (0.1). 

Oompare Theorem III Section I 

Theorem IV. If any function is orthogonal to J
At 

(". x) , 

J~~LX)t •••• J~~~X) it changes sign at least n times in 

the interval (O.l)~ 

Compare Theorem IV Ohapter I. 

!heOtt'em V. M f( x) is approxiDB ted to by the linear 

combination of Bessel Junctions 

J, (x) :. 0, J~ yu, x) + 02. J", (~2. x) + ••• + c., ~ ~"x) 

the remainder E( x) = f( x) - 'hiP.. (x) is orthogonal to 

x J~~. x)) (1 ~ 3 ~ n) and iF, (x) orosses f( x) at 

least a times in the interval (O~l). 

Oompare Theorem V Seotion I. 





Ohapter v. 

A General Differential Equation 

~ !!!! of ~ Solutions. 

In this ohapter we shall discuss certain solutions 

of the general differential equation 

(1) -ix~(x) ~J + ~ rex) V:; 0 
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in which V is continuous t and p(x) and rex) are e,ch 

continuous and gre~ter than zero in the interval (a,b). 

We will take as boundary conditions that 

V( a) = k V(b) 

V·ta) =V'(b) 

k == p(b)/p(a) 

Por convenienoe we will discuss first the case in which 

V( 8) ;:; k V( b) =I=- 0>. and show that the results obtained hold 

in all essentials when V( a) ;= k V(b) == o. 

If V::= ~ and V -= 1{;- are two values of V which 

satisfy the differential equation for different values of ~, 

by substituting then in equation (1) we have the two 

following equations 

(3) -ix [ p( x) ~] + l.· r(x) V,=:; 0 
, I 

(4) h [p(x) :!'J + ~.r(x) ~. ~ 0 

Mul tiplying ( 3) by ~/ and (4) by Vi and subtracting, We have 

V. (Pv.' )' - v. (pV! ) ':::::. -( ,,-. - ~.) r( x) V. V, 
J.. '-' l,f IJ' 

Taking the integral between the limits a and b we have 
? ~ 

j [v,. (pV,I) , - V, (pv.');J ax = -(~, - ~/) jr(x) V.V,)Ix 
a &I J I t! J t v ~ .J~ 

Integrating the left hand side by parts we have 





J, 

v. (pV.' )1 
.I I J 

tL 

- ~'" -t-
- j P V.'V,I dx - v, pVt' + j pv.'v.' ax 

A. cJ ·£ l.r A-J- ~ I d 

_ - (a,· - ~.)jr(x) ~. V.dx 
v ~ I 

This is then equal to the equation ? 

[ 

I I l~ 
( 5) p!, ~ - !. V, ~ ;::: -( ~; - ~. ) {r ( x) V;. ~' dx 

Writing out the left hand side we have, 

p ( a) [p (b_ J V. (b) V.' ( b) .. lili!l v '. ( b) V. (b) 
pad 1 , p(a),f l 
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t-
- V. ( a) V ! ( a) + V J ( a) V, C. a )l ~ - ( ~, ,. )..) f r ( x) v. V. dx 

c/ l J I ~ I tI ~ '" 

If Vi and 

that 

V, satisfy the boundary conditions, we will see 
a./ 

£-
(6) -(A. - ~. ) j r( x) V. V. dx ;::: 0 

' I .I tL J " 

This ,equation shows orthogonality between vr~, and 

vr "!' and since r( X !} does not 'Vanish in the interval a 

to b t either ~. or~. :qm.st vanish and change sign in 

that interval. Further since V,. and ~. both satisfy the 

boundary conditions, which are those for periodicity, the 

number of changes of sign is always even. 

of the roots of any V is a double root. 

in the form 

P d·V + .!e. dV + ~ r( x) V -;s 0 
axr dx di 

Further, no one 

For writing (1) 

we see that if dV/dx and V were simultaneously zero, that 

d8 V/ua and all higher derivatives are zero at the same time. 

This would mean that V was identically Zero. 

can have no double roote. 

Hence V 

Let us now consider the distribution of the roots of 

V for different values of ~. If we assume that in 

equation (5) ~I 7' l:r., we oan show that V,. must vanish 

between successi va roots aI' ~.. • Par, ohange the limits of 

integration to [ and /tJ t Where! and /1- are successive 

roots of V.,: and assume both Vi and Vi posi ti ve between! 
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and tl-- • Carrying out the integration we have ? 

( 8) I I j 
Py[) ~~) ~, ~) - p(!,) Vi 1,) ~ v:)::= (l.j - ~. ~ r( x) ~ v:. ~. d:x 

Examining the result .we see that the ~eft hand member of the 

equation is negative while the right hand member is positive. 

Assuming Vi negative, f, L. X <.t- ' we get the same result. 

Thus V~ must ahange sign between aonseautive roots of V. 
t d 

Thia faot together with our boundary condi~ions tells us 

that the number ot roots of V ' in the interval (s,b) is 
l 

greater than or equal to the number of ~ootB of V· J , 

I now wish to show that ~. aan be so ohosen that the 
£, 

number of roots of V- is greater than the number of roots 
L 

of ~ and that there are an infinite number of values of ~ 

for whiah the boundary conditions are satisfied. 

To do this we must first note that V(~,x) is uniformly 

oontinuous in~. For, there is always a solution ~ of 

the differential equation 
, 

( 1) sua h that V, ( a) = 0 V (a)::=: 1 
~ , 

Substituting these in our equation we have 

(9) h [pV,/(X)] + X rex) V, (X) =~, and letting V, (X') 

oorrespond to '" (~ + cU.) we have 

(10) k [PV'(X'Y + i' r(x)V, (X') = 0 

From these equations we aan get 

(11) h p[~'(X" ... ~'(X)] + rh>[ X'V,CX') ... XV, (X)] ~ 0 

or 

(12) h p( A V;)' + rex) ~XVI (X') + X6V, (X~ - 0 

Let ~v,=~ and we have 

(13) ~ ~w-J + ~ rex) w- ==" - v, (~,) rAA. 

wi th the aondl tion that LV( a) ==- 0, J (a) == 0 If we again 
z-

make the substitution w~ z where liY;= j zdx, we have 
~ ~ 

p z= - j [V, (~,) r(x)A~ +,.. rex)wj ax 
a-





If now we replace in these equations the variables by 

greater finite functions, as 
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" _/-
Z by z, w-by J'idx, W-by z, rV, (A. I ) by II, where )( 

p 

is constant, and - ~ rex) by ' H, we have 
p 

%-

z:= - j (MAl. - R LJ ) ax 
fA.-

and our differential equation becomes 

(14) w-
II 

- R ur !::"-IlM. = k (constant) 

Differentiating, 
_III R _I 
ur - tif ;:::::. o 

+ 0 • 
'-

- fif l"l--a} 
+ c e .,... 

By boundary conditions, , 

o ::: 0 I + C - MAl. or c == C -::: A ~ 
1..~ I z.-mr-

or Ltr - A) ( Im1 tiplied by a fini te qUantity). Therefore 

in the limit w approaches 0 

t V()" + h, k) - V(~,x)1 ~ E 

(h ( <. J 

with ~~. ~hUB we see that 

independently of x. 

Now since V is uniformly continuous in ~ with 

respect to x, 

(pV I 
) I = -"A.V-..J0 also is uniformly continuous in 4. Also 

% 

pV' = -l. fv r(x)a.x + pea) 
a 

m uniformly continuous in ~. Hence as p ~ 0 ) VI is 

uniformly continuous in ~. D·~- ',Now· r:from the continuity in x 

for oonstant ~ and from the uniform continuity in ).., we 

may argue continuity in both variables. 

Let us now consider the problem of the periodic 

boundary conditions. For every ~ there are by the existenoe 

theorems two solutions, S, (~,x) and S;l- ()..,x)· satisfying the 
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conditions 

8,().,a) == 0 8,' (~,a) - 1 
(15) 

8~ (A,S) = 1 8~(A,a) - 0 

These solutions are uniformly continuous in ~ and J[ in 

any interval. The boundary oonditions to be oonsidered are 

I 

II 

pea) V(A.,a} = pCb) V(A,b) 
I 

V(~,a) _ V'(~,b)/ 

and 

Let us show there is always ~ non-identieally vanishing 

solution s"tisfying I. 

equation is 

The general solution of the differentia~ 

V(1\.,x) = 0, ~(~,x) + c2- 82 (A.,X). 

Then we must have 

O,[P(b) 8, (~.b) - pea) 8, ("'-.ail + O~[PCb) 8}"'-.b) 

- p ( a) S L ( ~ t a)] == 0 

Let us c:t).oose 

(16) 
0,:: (PCb) S~(A.,b) - p~a) S:z.( ~,a)] 

0", = -~Cb) S/(~,b) pea) s, ('k, a)j 

Thus 0 and 0,.. are oontinuous 
/ 

in S, and so V(~,x) will be 

uniformly continuous in .. and x. 

Remark: Neither S, nor S'1-are identioally zero in 

:x for any ~ as is shown by theirinitia.l values. Henoe 

V{ A.,x) can be identically zero only in case c, =- ct.=-- o. 
* S/(A.,X) is a Iturm solution of the differential equation, 

and as S,(~,s) = 0, c:: -pC b) S (A., b) and vanishes only ,.. 
for isolated values of Ae (!douville's Journal) 

is also zero, S~{~,x) satisfies the condition I and hence 

so does any solution of the differential equation. Let us 

see whether we can then satisfy the second condition. To 

this end we must have 

k S'(~,a) 1ttS'(A.,s) - k S'(~,b) + k S'{A.,b) 
/ I :( ..1, , / 2. 





or 

+ k [s'(A.,a) ... S'()...,b) 1;;::. 0 
2 ;z, .%. 'J 

These equations can always be solved for the non-vanishing k, 

and k:t unless either .... ~.f or S 2.. satisfy II. Hence in any 

case there is a solution corresponding to the boundary 

conditions I and II in case 0, and c~ both vanish. 

Summing up we can say the function \. 
1 \ '" _ I 

v( A.,x) = Of S, (A.,x) & c~ SL(~'X) 

wi th the C I and c L defined by equations (IG) vanishe~ 

iden'bically in x for no other values of ~ --than the sturm 

values'). If it vanishes identically for any of these, there 

is a non-identically vanish~ng solution of the boundary 

conditions I and II. 

Let us now consider the above Y, satisfying I 

identioally -in~. For ~ = q it is 
~ ~ 

V(O,x) = [P(b) - 'Ca~ !~!tl <Ix - pCb) !E!;j <Ix 

So that 

V(b) -

V(a) = 

Also .t- ~ 
V(o,x) = - p(b) j~ dx- pta) j~ ax 

~ p tl p" 

which shows that V(o,x) is always negative. For V'(o,x) 

we have 

1) The Sturm.- solutions are those solutions for isolated 

values of ~ such that S~a,~) = S(bt~) = 0 
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l'CO)=-V'Co,b) - V'CO,&) - [PCb) .. PC&UPCa)[l -...L] 
p(-&.j Ita) 

- [PCb) .. ,C -)]~ 
plb ... 

This is negative unless pCb) = pC a), in which case v'C.o,x)= 0) 

and V( o,x) :::: oonstant. Thus if pC b) -= pC a), L= 0 is a 

Qharaoteriatio value for the boundary conditions I and II 

and oorresponds to a non-vanishing solution. There Olin 

be no non-vanishing solutions for ether ~ &s the solutions 

aenaidered are orthogonal. 
tte .... ~ *' 

Let us now .onsider the oase £or pCb) =F pea). F(O} <... O. 

hom 

,
vyu, x) 

VI~X) 

p(x) 

or since pCb)V~ b) 

(17) pCa) f:t)~l 
we deduoe for ~ ==- 0 

(lSO 

a 
V(A,x) 

V(~t20 b 

- p( a)V(t<- a) 

VCA'S'I= 
]P(A) 

identically in ~ 

+ 1"- - ~) £ V'r x)V( ~,:x:)r( x) ax 

Veo,a) {,-
/ {Vrx)V( o,x)r(x)dx 

]'(0) 

whioh we w1l.1 consider for negative r- . V~ x) is always 

negativ., sino;::;! i~' it vanishe', the bounda.ry conditions would 

compel':, it to vanish twice, and hence it would contain between 
-I'o.'h 

itsA & root of V{o,x). As V(o,x) is always negative this 

is impossible. Hence we have 

t( a)Ver a)F( 0) - pC a)vto,a)JlC,rl L 0 

and transpOSing the first term, F~ <:. o. Hence so long 

&S ~) is negative there is no solution satisfying the 

boundary conditions. Let"':"U8 now consider the oase of 

P08itive~. Oonsider the class 0, of values for which 
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V~ x) has no roots and · 62,. for which it has ruoja. The 

out defines a number~. Then VeX) has a root; say x 
be.ause of continuity. This root cannot be in the interior 

of the interval, for all the roots are simple and V(~) is 

nowhere positive. Hence V(~) has a root at both extremities, 

and we have a: sturm solution. Hence, ai ther Vr~) == 0, 

in which case as before remarked the conditions I and II 

oan be satisfied, or V(~) =I=- o. 
If v(i):: 0, the solution, S(~,x) of the boundary 

problem· I and II cannot have any interior roots, since if it 

had such roots it whuld have to have two because of periodicity 

and by continuity theBe would be a function Sr~-E- ,x) for 

small positive e which would also have two interior roots • 
. -"" 

In the interval between the roots all solutions of the dif

ferential equation, for: SaVIo ).-- % would have a root, and hence 

in particular V(~-~,x) contrary to the supposition that 

V(~,x) had no solutions for ~ L.~. Thu8 if V(~) == 0, .!l!.! 

oerresponding .olution of the problem I and II does not 

vanish. 

If as it is nowhere V(~) *- 0, positive in the in-
I- V/X 1Jl.}~O a.-J henCA-

terval and vanishes at the end points, V(~,b) > 0, A1t As 
F"{'XJ '70 

Fe 0) ~ 0, F(~) which is continuous has vanished between 

and "j.. say at ~~ . Then V(.,..: ,x) is a non-vanishing 

solution of the boundary problem I and II. 

In ~ny OBue therefore there is a non-vanishing 

solution of the boundary problem I and II. 

this solution is negative. 

Definitely 

0 

W. ahall now show the existence of & second solution. 
I 

By (17) wi th ~:: ~ I 
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I 

V(~,a) 

F~) 0 

and hence 80 long as the integral (which for / == ~~ ~ is 

positive) keeps its sign, and,;> ~I{ 

o and as p( a )V(~: a) l!'yu,) ~ 

FytlJ 7 0 

V().la) ~ G> 
I 

Consider the function pea) v~a)= pCb) VCr-b) =~)I 

I wish first to show that it changes sign an infinite 

number of times and then that between any two of its sign-

ohanges F~ has a root. 

Let us suppose that fA-' is a value greater than the 

last value of r for which V(r a) is zero. To fix ideas, 

suppose V~ a) ./ 0 for r;>f. Let 2r be the number 

of roots of V~ x}. Then we can find a;Z such that VCf-x) 

has more than 2r roots. Divide all numbers 1nt·o ·, two 

classes; a, containing values of ~ such that the correspond

ing VCr x) has no more than 2r roots, and G:1 such that 

v~ x) has more than 2r roots. Call the number 'defined 

r~ )f~~~r If the· aeguence (;,) t). - - approxima tea 

6, the functions V~~~). V~~G~), ••• , each has at least 

2(r+l) roots. The system o~ the first roots of each 

function will have at least one limit point r" and so 

will. . the second) r-z, , and so on to r • 
2 """1. 

These all lie 

~n the interior, because of continuity, since 

and V~ b) > 0. ' But by continuity, they are all roots of 

V~X). Hence V~~¥x) has 2r+2 or more roots in the 

interior ' of the interval, while V(iJl~ ,) has no more than 

2r roots. V(;u~x) must therefore either 

(1) alternate in signs at each root, or 
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(2) have the same signs in two successive intervals 

between roots. 

The first is impossible because there would then be 

8 value b such that there would be a value of x in each 

interval for which I v~"" x) /1 J • In this case we 

could choose € 80 small that for all x 

I vyi-€ J xl - V(;," xl/ L ft-, and hence V".----f;A 
. change signs in each root interval of V'r-tr ~ ) , and · hence 

has 2r+2 roots which is contrary to the definition of j--. 

The second is impossible, as it would give a double . .. 
root, which would contradict VCt b)? 0. Hence 

pC a) VC~ a) . pCb) V(r- a) :: G~) 

Gannot be constantly different from zero from any point D 

it must therefore vanish infinitely often. 

Bow by (17) 

G(~) .j, 

- 'r - A.l ! vcr xl r( xl & 0'~/~) ~ 
FC!') F(~) 

Let ~ be one of the roots of G. Then 
I-

G~) F(~) -= (r - ~) {vcr x) V(~,x) rex) ax 

If v(~,x) = 0, there is a solution of the boundary problem 

I, II. (Compare Remark) Otherwise the integral is 

positive for small . ~ - ~). 

signs as ~ passes through ~; 

from zero, and if 

( 1\) G'r) changes from -

(2) G(~) changes from 

Thus if we have two successive 

are an infinite number) , either 

boundary problem I, II for one 

Hence G~)F(~) changes 

hance F'(~) is different 

to +, F(~) ? 0 

+ to F(~) L 0 

reote of G~) ( and thelia 

there is a solution of the 

of the two roots, or else at 
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one G~) changes £rom + to and at the other from -

to +, and hence F(~) has opposite signs, and must have 

vanished in between. 

In every other interval ~I ~z. ~"1.-~.1 \)..~ ••• , including 

the endpoints, there must be a root ~: 

Thus there are in any case an infinite number of 

solutions of the boundary problem I, II. . The characteristic 
I I ' values ~, ~ ~ ••• , lie either in the interior or at an 

.. II 

endpoint of every root interval for the Sturm case ~/~~ ••• _ 

We have thus seen that the differential equation (1) 

has a solution V(~,x) which for infinitely many values of 

~ satisfies the boundary conditions. We have seen also 

that there is no solution satisfying the boundary conditions 

for negative k. We can also show that A. cannot be 

imaginary_ For t assume that ).::: a, + ib , where a I and 

b, are re~l. Then 

values in equation (1) 

V ::: P + iQ. Substituting these 

we have 

(19) ~r d(~iQq + (a,+ i~) r(x) (P+iQ) - 0 

From this we get, 

( 20) d [p E!] + r(x) (a P - b Q) == 0 ax ax I I 

.( 21) !x [p~] + r(x) (b
l 

P + a,Q) =: 0 

Multiplying (20) by Q and (21) by P and subtracting we have 

(22) Q ~[P!] - Pf ~l = bl rex) (pa + Qa) 

Taking the integral between a and b we have 
~ ~ 

( 23) ! [Q (pp')' - p (pQ') j ax == b, { r ( x) ( P a + QI!) ax 

Integrating by parts we have 
Iv ? 

(24) p[QP' _Q'P].., == b,{r(x) (pI! +Qa ) ax 
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But by our original boundary conditions the left hand 

side of equation (24) is zero. Hence as the quantities 

under the tnteg:'!sl ar~--~Lbath po.i tj. ve, (24) can be satisfied 

only when b , is zero, which is when ~ is real. 

Let us now build up a linear combination of the-

functions V of the form U == A" Vo + A, V, + • _II A9J V ~ where 

V.r" (j ~ n) is a solution of our differential equation (1) 

. satisfying the boundary conditions and such that Vo does 

not vanish in our interval, V, vanishes twice, V~ four times 
)c 

and so on. V~ then vanishes 2n times. The A~s are any 

constants. Let us now inquire the number of times FtJ can 

vanish in this interval, for any choice of the A's. It can 

of course vanish · 2n times by choosing all the A's except 

A.,., as zero. 

I wish to show that U cannot vanish fdp- more · than 

2n times for any choice of coefficients. To do this . 

substi tut.e Vo and V""" in our di fferential . equation (1) and 

we have. 

(25) ~[p~j + ~ r(x) V = 0 
~ 

.,., 

(26 ) ~e~DJ + ~Dr(x) V == 0 0 

From these two equations we can obtain the equation 

( Q Itla;psl e 24.) 
1= 

(~D - "-"..) j r ( x) V~ V?Jt, ax = 

= p V: k[t~
p va !x[~j-= C ( constant) 

Now choose m} ' . O~ m~ n) and multiply by the coefficients 

A tJ I AI • - ., A 'h- and adding, after setting 

a -= 0 o 





we have 
". 

( 271. j r( x) V (ao V. + a V + 
D I I 

= P ~2 kli.] -
== p va d C/' 

°u 
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• •• + a." V..,)dx 

Suppose that U = 0 has ~ zeros in the interval & to b. 

~= 2k from our boundary conditions) Then V has also I 
V" 

zeros in that interval, since V does not vanish. If 

U = 0 has / zeros in the interval, dU 
(Ii 

hss alsor or mt7Te 

zeros from Rolle's Theorem and the boundary conditions, viz. 

uta) :.' k U(b), U'(a) = U'(b). 

Also ~ has /~ zeros and as it satisfies the boundary 

condi tiona, U has I or more seros in the interval. 

differentiating (27) we have 

Now 

r( x) V" ( a. V 0 + a I V. + •• • + B .. V .. ) "" h [p V! f11 .. 
p V: d'l', 8S we have just seen, has r or more zeros in our 

ax 

( 28) 

interval. Hence by Rolle's Theorem, ~ rv!' . ~) has r . -1 

or more zeros in that interval. 

But d rp V! B.tf] equals r( x) V" (a., Vo + 8, VI + ••• &." V"'-') 
(iiI.: d.i 

which is the product of two factors, one of which does not 

vanish and the other of which satisfies our original boundary 

condi tiona. Hence the factor So V., + &, ~ + ••• + a V"k/ ... 

must have an even number of roots, and as i t has ~ -lor 

more roots, i ni ~ .;mugti vhave. ~~. ';OJl more roots in the given interval. 

Hence we see that if 

U == A" Vo + A I VI + ••• +AV:::: 0 " ." 

has ~ zeros in the interval a to b that 
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(29 ) 

has r or more zeros in that interval. 

Repeating the same argument 1 times we see that . , 
I . J. t. 

( 30) (~o - >-:) A. V" + (~, - ~) AI V I + ••• + ('\. - ~) A." ~:::: 0 

has jVV or more zeros in the same interval. 

By reasoning exaKtly analogous to that used in the 

Bessel Function proofs, Chapter IV, i. e., by writing (30) 

.in the form 

(~',c ,",:)'A. V. + 
1 

(31) • • • + l~-'- t) A~_I V~_I + A V == 0 
X.,. - X" x: - ?t ?a :J 

." 

3 
linee in the first part of the proof we have shown that 

~ 7 ~ we can show that (31) eannot have more than 2n " .,,-, 

o 

zeros in our given interval. Since (31) has the same number sf 

or more zeros than U, U cannot have more than 2n zeros 

in our given interval. ··\fe have thUS proven· 

The~rem I. If U(x) is a . linear oombination of the 

functions, VtJ V, v V 
1. 3 ••• v~ satisfying the differential 

eguation kr ~] + >- rex) V = 0 

and .the boun.dary conditions .~6 defined on page30, in whidi 

the e~bscri~ts taken in order correspond to the different 

values of ~ ·taken in order of magnitude, then for any 

choice of coefficients, U = 0 oannot vanish a .greater 

number of times than lV~ in the interval of orthoIOn~lit,. 

Theorem II. . If U = 0 h&s __ 2n zeros in the 1nt,~yal 

(a,b), it changes sign at each. 

In the proof of Theorem I, we showed that two differentiations 

of U d~es not deorease its number of zeros in the interval 

of orthogonality. If U:= 0 has one double root, it must 

Jave two double roots to satisfy the conditions of periodicity 
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and an even number of roots. · Two differentiations will 

then throw a function which has at least 2n+l roots. But 

on differentiating twice in the manner used in the proof of 

Theorem I, we get a function Un ( x) which is of the same 

form as U(x) and by Theorem I cannot have more than 2n 

zeros. Hence our theorem is proven. 

If we now oonsider the special case of our boundary 

conditions, namely 

vC a) == k V( b) - 0 

VICa) = V'(b) 

we see that Y satisfying these conditions must change signs 

an odd number of times in our interval of orthogonality, but 

that othe~ise our statements will stand as presented. 
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